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A graphene-based metamaterial lens is theoretically proposed by combining plasmonic nanoribbons with Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) architecture to realize wavelength-selective and tunable lensing. The plasmonic FZP lens shows higher focal intensity and efficiency compared to conventional FZP. As compared with normal graphene FZP, the lensing effect of the plasmonic FZP can be enhanced by 83 times. When compared with Au thin film based FZP lenses, the graphene plasmonic lenses can achieve comparable lensing effects, but with a thinner geometry and with an additional advantage of being wavelength selective and tuneable. The analyses of selectivity and tunability of the plasmonic lens show that the plasmonic lens functions as a filter with broadband incident light or as a switch which can be turned on and off via changing the Fermi levels. The diffraction between neighboring graphene nanoribbons and the effect of the substrate on the lensing effect is also discussed. The plasmonic effect of the nanoribbons only contributes to the focal intensity without affecting the diffraction properties of Fresnel zone plate lenses such as focal lengths. This plasmonic FZP lens is an ideal combination of near and far field optics. However, the complex interaction of diffractions within and between the FZP rings could lead to a significant change of the lensing effect, which opens the possibility of creating innovative graphene metamaterial devices. The findings in this work can be used for developing wavelength-selective electro-optical applications operating in the infrared and terahertz ranges.

Introduction

As a 2D form of carbon in which the atoms are arranged in a honeycomb lattice, graphene has emerged to be a promising candidate for plasmonic applications due to its attractive properties including resistance to ambient conditions, high degree of crystallinity, robust electrical properties, large optical nonlinearities, and high electro-optical tunability. The unique properties of graphene distinguish its plasmonic effects from those observed in metallic nanoparticles. Firstly, the energy of plasmons in graphene can be tuned passively by changing the geometry or actively by tuning the Fermi levels. In comparison to the graphene, the plasmonic effects in metallic nanoparticles can only be tuned through geometrical modifications. Secondly, the graphene plasmons have a longer lifetime and a higher degree of confinement. Lifetime of Dirac plasmons in graphene is expected to be longer than the plasmons in metals or semiconductors due to relatively low level of inelastic optical losses. The graphene plasmons can operate at wavelengths ranging from terahertz to mid-infrared leading to a variety of applications in communication, security, and biological sensing. Metallic nanostructures mainly support plasmons within the visible and near-infrared regimes. However, for sufficiently small dimensions of graphene nanoribbons, plasmons can be excited in the visible and near-infrared regimes.

Plasmonic structures are often assembled together to produce metasurfaces, which display engineered electromagnetic properties not commonly found in nature such as negative refractive index, electromagnetically induced transparency, superlensing, and cloaking. Graphene metamaterials offer a very wide space for developing new approaches to efficiently control terahertz and infrared radiation. Recently, active control of graphene plasmon-induced transparency metamaterials consisting of periodically patterned monopolar graphene and dipolar graphene was studied. Engineered periodic arrays of graphene nanoribbons
NRs or the Fermi level of graphene, plasmonic excitation can be wavelength shifted. In the present work, a 2D lens geometry was simulated and the results in general can be applied to the cylindrical geometry of FZP lenses. ESI Fig. S1† suggest that 3D simulations of both the circular and cylindrical plasmonic lenses resonate at the same wavelengths in a comparable manner.

The graphene cylindrical lens only works in response to specific polarizations of light. For incident light polarized parallel to the NRs, the electrical response of charge carriers is similar to that of free electrons in a homogeneous graphene sheet; while for incident light polarized perpendicular to the NRs, an absorption peak originating from plasmonic oscillations is observed.29,36 In mid-infrared wavelength range, if light polarization is parallel to the highly doped graphene NRs, the interaction with light is insignificant due to Pauli blocking of the interband transitions and the weakness of the free-carrier intraband transitions at such high frequencies.40

Fig. 2 shows the properties of monolayer graphene NR array at a Fermi level of 0.4 eV. The width of each NR was set to 160 nm, while the gap between the NRs was varied from 20 to 1500 nm. When the gap is smaller than 500 nm, the resonance wavelengths will red shift due to the increased coupling between adjacent NRs. The increased peak values are the result of enhanced focusing of light. By changing the width of the graphene NRs or the Fermi level, the resonance wavelength can be shifted.

In this work, a cylindrical FZP lens is theoretically designed to work in the infrared regime, where there is a demand for efficient and compact imaging/sensing devices for security and communications applications.27 We studied the tunability of graphene plasmonic FZP lenses, as well as the effect of the geometry of NR arrays. The plasmonic effects only contribute to the intensity of the focal point without changing the focal length.

Results and discussion

Design of tunable graphene plasmonic lens

The wavelength-selective enhanced FZP lens was designed by combining the traditional cylindrical FZP geometry with plasmonic structure (an array of NRs). The FZP lens was designed to work in infrared regime, with the radii of the central zone $R_1$ to be 20 μm. The focal length and the radii of the $n$th zones of a FZP lens satisfy the equation:

$$f = \frac{R_n}{n \lambda}$$  

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of light ($n = 1, 2, 3...$).38,39 Hence, for the incident light wavelength of 4 μm, the theoretical focal length is $\sim$100 μm.

Fig. 1a shows the schematic of the FZP lens operating in reflection mode. Each Fresnel zone of the lens was composed of fine graphene NRs (Fig. 1b), and by adjusting the width of the NRs or the Fermi level of graphene, plasmonic excitation can be wavelength shifted. In the present work, a 2D lens geometry was simulated and the results in general can be applied to the cylindrical geometry of FZP lenses. ESI Fig. S1† suggest that 3D simulations of both the circular and cylindrical plasmonic lenses resonate at the same wavelengths in a comparable manner.

The graphene cylindrical lens only works in response to specific polarizations of light. For incident light polarized parallel to the NRs, the electrical response of charge carriers is similar to that of free electrons in a homogeneous graphene sheet; while for incident light polarized perpendicular to the NRs, an absorption peak originating from plasmonic oscillations is observed.29,36 In mid-infrared wavelength range, if light polarization is parallel to the highly doped graphene NRs, the interaction with light is insignificant due to Pauli blocking of the interband transitions and the weakness of the free-carrier intraband transitions at such high frequencies.40

Fig. 2 shows the properties of monolayer graphene NR array at a Fermi level of 0.4 eV. The width of each NR was set to 160 nm, while the gap between the NRs was varied from 20 to 1500 nm. When the gap is smaller than 500 nm, the resonance wavelengths will red shift due to the increased coupling between adjacent NRs. The increased peak values are the result of enhanced focusing of light. By changing the width of the graphene NRs or the Fermi level, the resonance wavelength can be shifted.

In this work, a cylindrical FZP lens is theoretically designed to work in the infrared regime, where there is a demand for efficient and compact imaging/sensing devices for security and communications applications.27 We studied the tunability of graphene plasmonic FZP lenses, as well as the effect of the geometry of NR arrays. The plasmonic effects only contribute to the intensity of the focal point without changing the focal length.

Results and discussion

Design of tunable graphene plasmonic lens

The wavelength-selective enhanced FZP lens was designed by combining the traditional cylindrical FZP geometry with plasmonic structure (an array of NRs). The FZP lens was designed to work in infrared regime, with the radii of the central zone $R_1$ to be 20 μm. The focal length and the radii of the $n$th zones of a FZP lens satisfy the equation:

$$f = \frac{R_n}{n \lambda}$$  

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of light ($n = 1, 2, 3...$).38,39 Hence, for the incident light wavelength of 4 μm, the theoretical focal length is $\sim$100 μm.
of the increased area covered by the NRs and the enhanced scattering effect. However, the resonance peak for a gap of 20 nm is smaller than that for 40 nm, which may be due to stronger neighboring NR interaction. Fig. 2b shows that the resonance position is the same when the gap between the NRs is larger than their widths, in which the NR-to-NR hybridization can be neglected and the resonance wavelengths only depend on the width of graphene NRs.

The resonance wavelength \( \lambda \) of graphene NR array can be analyzed with a quasi-static equation: \(^{29,42}\)

\[
\lambda = \frac{2\pi c h}{e \sqrt{\eta \varepsilon_r \varepsilon_0 W}} \tag{2}
\]

where \( w \) is the NR width, \( \varepsilon_r \) is the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium, and \( \eta \) is a dimensionless constant which is a fitting parameter and could be deduced from the simulated model. For simplicity, the graphene NRs were assumed to be suspended in air, with \( \varepsilon_r = 1 \). This equation shows that the plasmonic wavelength scales as \( (w/E_F)^{1/2} \) with the width of NRs and the Fermi energy. Hence, the resonance wavelength is expected to blue shift with decreased \( w \) or increased \( E_F \).

Fig. 3a shows that the resonance wavelength of monolayer graphene NR array obtained from finite difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations, for different NR widths at constant Fermi level of 0.8 eV. This corresponds to the analytical method in eqn (2) with \( \eta = 3.12 \). The graphene to gap ratio was set to 1, and Fig. 3a shows that increasing graphene NR width red-shifts the resonance wavelength. In Fig. 3b, a blue-shift of resonance wavelength is observed in response to increasing Fermi levels, irrespective of the number of graphene layers (1 or 4). The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the peaks becomes narrower, which shows a narrow-band excitation. This behavior enhances the sensitivity with increased number of layers or Fermi levels. ESI Fig. S2† demonstrates that the resonance wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths with higher peak value when the number of graphene layers increases, which is due to the strong Coulomb interactions. \(^{36}\)

**Simulation of wavelength-selective enhanced graphene lens**

Based on the plasmonic responses of NRs, further simulations of the plasmonic FZP lenses were performed. Multilayered graphene lens was considered with turbostratic stacking. Fig. 4 shows the lensing effect of a two-layer graphene plasmonic FZP lens (NRs in dark zones) and a conventional graphene FZP lens (without NRs) in similar conditions. Unlike the conventional FZP lens, the plasmonic FZP lens was composed of NR arrays with a period of 500 nm and \( w = 250 \) nm. A resonance wavelength of 7.4 \( \mu \)m was observed for a plasmonic lens under 0.6 eV Fermi level.

Light intensity distributions on the focal plane for the plasmonic FZP lens and conventional FZP lens are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Similar diffraction based focusing patterns are observed, but with different focal intensities. Fig. 4c and d shows the power flow distribution extracted from the focal planes (vertically at \( x = 0 \)) and the cross sections of focal points (horizontally at near \( y = 55 \)). The black and red lines are the results for plasmonic and conventional FZP lenses, respectively.

![Fig. 3 Excitation of resonance wavelength with varying (a) \( w \) at \( E_F = 0.8 \) eV, and (b) Fermi levels at \( w = 250 \) nm. In both cases, the duty cycle of the NR array is 1/2.](image)

![Fig. 4 Power flow distribution of 7.4 \( \mu \)m light reflected from a two-layer (a) plasmonic graphene FZP lens, with NR widths of 250 nm and gaps of 250 nm. (b) The same for a normal graphene-based FZP lens. The two lenses had similar dimensions of Fresnel zones and the same Fermi level of 0.6 eV. (c and d) Power flow distribution extracted from the focal planes (vertically at \( x = 0 \)) and the cross sections of focal points (horizontally at near \( y = 55 \)). The black and red lines are the results for plasmonic and conventional FZP lenses, respectively.](image)
higher than that for 9.1 µm wave. Thus, with broadband incident light, the graphene plasmonic FZP lens can work as a wavelength filter, which only focuses light at the resonant wavelength.

The resonance wavelength can be adjusted by changing the Fermi level, allowing the tunability of the resonance frequency. Fig. 5c compares the focal intensity (vertically along x = 0) at different Fermi levels with incident light of corresponding resonance wavelengths. The focal lengths for incident wavelengths of 7.4, 8.15 and 9.10 µm are 52.00, 46.25 and 41.25 µm respectively, which are in agreement with the theoretical values (54.05, 49.08, and 43.96 µm) calculated from FZP equation. This shows that plasmonic effect only contributes toward the focal intensity, without changing the diffraction properties of FZP lenses. Fig. 5c also shows that shorter incident wavelengths (black line) lead to higher focal intensity, which satisfies the properties of graphene NR arrays in Fig. 3. At higher Fermi levels, the resonance wavelengths are shorter and display higher peak intensities. Higher reflections from the NRs allow higher focal intensity for the lens. Fig. 5d illustrates that at single wavelength incident light, the enhanced lensing effect could be tuned by adjusting the Fermi levels. With incident light of 8.15 µm, the peak plasmonic resonance occurs at a Fermi level of 0.6 eV, providing a focal intensity that is 13 times higher than at a Fermi level of 0.5 eV. Therefore, the graphene plasmonic lens can be used as a switch, which can be turned on or off by changing the applied voltage.

The lensing effects of graphene plasmonic FZP lenses are also compared with conventional metal FZP lenses (without NRs) (Fig. 6). All the lenses are of the same size, while the plasmonic lenses consist of NR array with a NR width of 250 nm and a gap of 250 nm. In this study, the focal intensities of two-layered (~1 nm) and four-layered (~2 nm) graphene plasmonic lenses were studied. The results are compared with gold (Au) thin film based FZP lenses, with almost double thickness of 2 and 4 nm, respectively. Thicker metal lenses are simulated to find the minimum thickness that can achieve a focal intensity comparable to graphene plasmonic lenses.

The results demonstrate that achieving comparable focal intensities, the graphene plasmonic lens requires a lower thickness as compared to the Au FZP lens. For a 7.4 µm incident light, a 4 nm thick Au FZP lens produces a focal intensity that is comparable to the intensity produced by a 1 nm thick graphene plasmonic lens (Fig. 6a and b). Additionally, the focal intensity of 4-layer (2 nm) graphene plasmonic FZP lens (Fermi level of 0.7 eV and incident light of 4.9 µm) is studied and it can generate focal intensity comparable to 10 nm thick normal Au FZP lens (Fig. 6c and d). A four-layer graphene plasmonic lens can achieve higher focal intensity than both of the conventional Au thin film based FZP lenses in similar condition. Therefore, this study shows that a graphene plasmonic lens can achieve comparable lensing effects to conventional Au FZP lenses, but with a thinner geometry and having an additional advantage of tunability.

The effect of the gap between graphene NRs on the lensing is also studied. Fig. 7a shows the power flow distribution for 4.7 µm incident light, which is the resonance wavelength for graphene plasmonic lens with Fermi levels of 0.7 eV, NR widths of 250 nm and gaps of 4 µm. Fig. 7b and c show the vertical and horizontal cross-sectional intensity plots (at the focal plane) as the gaps changes from 0 to 4 µm. When the gap is 0, the lens is a conventional FZP lens without any enhanced effect, thus with the lowest focal intensity, which is only 1/30th of the highest.
I when the incident light is 4.7 μm, the NRs within FZP zones. This is also demonstrated by the lens efficiency, which may be due to the larger diffusive contribution of the NRs within FZP zones. Fig. 7d shows a high wavelength sensitivity of the tunable effect displayed by the graphene plasmonic lenses. A small change in the incident light, with Δλ/λ = 2/47, will lead to a dramatic change in the focal intensity, which is as high as ΔI/I ≈ 19/20. The effect can also be seen in Fig. 7e, in which the main lobes for gap 3 and 4 μm are the same while gap 3 μm has a higher second lobe (peak). If we use the ratio between the intensity of the main lobe and the second lobe to be a parameter demonstrating the lens efficiency, gap 4 μm results in higher efficiency, which may be due to the larger diffusive contribution of the NRs within FZP zones. This is also confirmed when the incident light is 4.7 μm, the ratio between the highest peak I₁ and the second high peak I₂ is 2.45 and 4.37 for gap 3 and 4 μm, respectively. The diffraction efficiency variation with incident wavelengths was also studied (ESI Fig. S3†). When the gap is equal to the wavelength of incident light, the diffraction between the ribbons is so strong that the focal point and the power distribution pattern changes significantly.

The effects of carrier mobility on graphene FZP lens performance were also studied. With different mobility of carriers, the resonance wavelength of graphene plasmons remains the same while the reflection intensity changes (Fig. 8a). This figure shows variation in focusing intensity for a two-layer graphene plasmonic lens (Fermi level = 0.6 eV, NR width = 250 nm and gap = 250 nm) with different carrier mobilities. The higher carrier mobility leads to higher focal intensity due to the stronger plasmonic effects in graphene NRs.

In Fig. 8d, the focusing efficiency of graphene plasmonic lenses and conventional FZP lenses are compared at different carrier mobilities. The lensing efficiency of normal graphene FZP lens is not affected by variation in carrier mobility. The efficiency remains constant at ~0.055%, which is in agreement with the literature. However, the graphene plasmonic lens displays increased focusing efficiency at higher carrier mobilities.

The plasmonic graphene FZP lens also demonstrates high performance on a silicon substrate (Fig. 9). The interaction between the graphene lens and the substrate will red shift resonance wavelength (ESI Fig. S4†). Fig. 9a shows the power flow distribution for a six-layer graphene lens on silicon substrate, with Fermi level = 0.8 eV and incident light 8.8 μm (resonance wavelength). The width and gap of the graphene NRs are 250 nm and 1 μm, respectively. Fig. 9b shows that the focal point is near 46 μm, which is close to the theoretical value of 45.45 μm. Fig. 9c demonstrates the intensity distribution.
across the horizontal cross-section at the focal plane. As compared with the previous results (graphene lenses in free space), the peak in Fig. 9c is broadband due to the background reflections from silicon (ESI Fig. S4†).

Conclusions

A wavelength-selective and tunable plasmonic graphene FZP lens is computationally studied using FDTD method. The results show that the focal intensity of the lens could be enhanced at the resonance wavelength, which could be tuned passively by changing the number of graphene layers, NR widths or actively by changing the Fermi levels and changed mobilities. In response to broadband incident light, the lens can work as a filter to focus specific wavelengths. When incident with single wavelength light, the lens will work as a switch, which can be turned on and off by changing Fermi levels.

The plasmonic effect only contributes to the focal intensity, without changing other FZP lens properties such as focal length. The focal length of the graphene plasmonic lens is dictated by the incident wavelengths and the parameters of the FZP lens (zone dimensions). The gap between the graphene NRs plays a role in lens design. From the perspective of wavelength-selective enhancement, the gaps should not be too small as NRs will couple with each other and decrease the focused intensities. The gap should neither be too large as the intensity will couple with each other and decrease the focused intensity. Selective enhancement, the gaps should not be too small as NRs play a role in lens design. From the perspective of wavelength-selective enhancement, the gaps should not be too small as NRs will couple with each other and decrease the focused intensities. The gap should not be too large as the intensity will couple with each other and decrease the focused intensity.

Fig. 9 (a) Power flow distribution from a six-layer graphene FZP lens on silicon substrate with graphene Fermi level of 0.8 eV, NR width of 250 nm and gap of 1 μm. (b) and (c) are the power flow distributions at (a) horizontal (x = 0) and (b) vertical cross-sections of the focal plane, respectively.

Experimental

Properties of graphene NRs

To study the enhanced FZP lens in 2D, the properties of graphene nanoribbon arrays were studied by FDTD method, in which the lenses were illuminated perpendicularly by a plane wave. In the infrared regime, the contribution of interband for surface conductivity of graphene can be neglected and the conductivity can be approximated with a Drude expression:44

$$\sigma(\omega) = \frac{i e^2 \mu_c}{\pi \hbar^2 (\omega + i \tau)^{-1}} \left( \mu_c \gg K_B T \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu_c$ is the chemical potential; $K_B$ is the Boltzmann constant; $\hbar = h/2\pi$ is the reduced Plank’s constant; $\omega$ is the radian frequency; $\tau$ is a phenomenological electron relaxation time, which could be obtained from $\tau = \mu \mu_c/(e \nu_F^2)$, $\mu = 10$ 000 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ is the measured dc mobility, $e$ is the electron charge and $\nu_F = 1 \times 10^6$ m s$^{-1}$ is the Fermi velocity. Our previous study about graphene normal FZP lens demonstrated that when the carrier mobility changes from 1000 to 10 000 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, only the reflected intensity of the lens will be changed, but with almost the same focusing efficiency.35 For N-layer graphene, the conductivity is taken as $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\omega) = N \sigma(\omega)$.46 The graphene NR arrays were placed in x, z plane and light was incident normally
from y direction. The anisotropic permittivity was obtained from the following equation:

$$
\varepsilon_{xx} = \varepsilon_{zz} = \varepsilon_{t} + \frac{i\sigma_{t}}{\varepsilon_{0}\omega \Delta} = \varepsilon_{r} + \frac{i\sigma_{t}}{\varepsilon_{0}\omega \Delta}
$$

$$
\varepsilon_{yy} = \varepsilon_{t}
$$

where \( \varepsilon_{0} \) is the vacuum permittivity and the dielectric permittivity can be introduced as \( \varepsilon_{t} = 2.5; \) \( \sigma_{t} \) is the volume conductivity, with \( \sigma_{t} = \sigma_{g} \Delta \), where \( \Delta = N \delta_{g} \) is the thickness of \( N \)-layer graphene and \( \delta_{g} = 0.5 \) nm is the monolayer graphene thickness.
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